Training Info:

Workshops

Oral Schools
  - Audio Interviews
  - OBS Results
  - Graduation
  - OBS Locations

Practitioner Audio

Certify Leaders

After A Workshop

Multiplication Strategies
The story of an elderly woman from near Mombasa, who was not permitted to get an education, but has discovered how she can memorize and share the Good News from a repository in her “heart pocket.” Listen to her share a well known Bible story (which she can tell but not read!).

Every day, if this plucky five foot, 65 year-old widow can’t get a ride to her Oral Bible School, daily she walks 10 kilometres to get there.

Ann cannot read! Oddly, as seen in her filmed testimony, she says that now, when she goes preaching, she no longer needs to carry her Bible, as everyone in her community knows that she can share the story from memory. One must wonder if Ann has not carried her Bible simply to provide the impression of literacy and credibility.

Ann's comment may reveal even more. Could it be that her perceived "need" to carry her Bible to give her credibility has actually been a way of giving her spontaneous testimony in front of 130 people, most strangers to her, Westerners included—while being filmed!

For the whole story of the Oral Bible School in Kenya Ann attends and the other OBS in Kenya now operating, go to Fruit Bearing.

More details are available on STS-OBS .

More details are available on Clouds Without Rain .